We propose a methodology to identify prediction uncertainty through recognizing and quantifying the different uncertainty sources in a hydrologic model. Statistical second moment is used as a measure of uncertainty; also an index which originated from Nash coefficient of efficiency named Model Structure Indicating Index (MSII) is proposed to quantify model structure uncertainty. The results show that MSII can well reflect the goodness of model structure, while a larger value of MSII indicating a poorer structure of hydrologic model. The index can be used as a tool for implementing model quantitative comparison (selection).
INTRODUCTION
Hydrological modeling is the discovery of general laws and principles that govern the natural phenomenon under observation. A hydrologic model is an integration of mathematical descriptions of conceptualized hydrologic processes, which serves for a specific purpose. Consequently, the spatial scale, temporal scale, structure, architecture, and applicability of a model are restricted a lot by the hypothesis of the hydrologic model in most of the cases. As a result, there are numerous hydrologic models developed for various aspects, and the development of new hydrologic models or improvement of previously developed models continues in Japan and elsewhere. With rapid advances in computing technology, remote sensing, GIS and DBMS, the role of hydrologic models is enhanced as a tool in planning, decision making and tends to incorporating with other process models such like economic, social, political, administrative, and judicial models.
Thus, the watershed hydrologic models will become a component in a larger management strategy. Furthermore, these models will become more global, not only in the sense of spatial scale but also in the sense of hydrologic details1). Therefore, a methodology to assess the error, uncertainty and adequacy of adopting hydrologic models in specific purpose is needed.
The present study provides a methodology for model comparison and selection through model uncertainty recognition and quantification. For many years hydrologists have been interested in the effects of various uncertainties on the accuracy and reliability of the estimation of catchment hydrological variables such as peak flow and flood volume2).
Among early contributions, some of them focus on the rainfall uncertainty and its influence to the runoff (e.g., Storm et al.3)); some of them focus on the sensitivity of model structure due to the input error (e.g., Singh and Woolhiser4).
Recent researches relating to hydrologic model uncertainty most refer to parameter uncertainty identification, the procedure of parameter calibration, and their impact to simulation result5)6). Among them, Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) Methodology5) offers a path of identifying parameter uncertainty.
Nevertheless, parameter equifinality became the conclusion of GLUE; uncertainty related to input data and other factors are excluded.
Even it is said that they could also be included in GLUE but this has not normally been done7).
The performance of hydrologic models is profoundly affected by the sources of uncertainty, briefly they are:
(a) Observed data, (b) Data for model calibration, (c) Parameter space, and (d) Model structure. Among those, data uncertainty occupies the most and contaminates other sources of uncertainty.
Underestimating or misunderstanding of these uncertainty sources and the interrelation among them may cause tremendous misleading on interpreting the result of hydrologic models. However, recognizing and quantifying these different sources of uncertainty in hydrologic models has received little attention in the research literature.
In this study, a methodology is proposed to recognize and quantify the different uncertainty sources. Firstly, Monte Carlo simulation method is applied to add bias item in model input data series (rainfall), then rainfall realizations, parameter space, and model outcomes (outflow discharge) under different bias level are acquired.
Secondly, by examining the counter relationship between model simulation outcomes, calibration outcomes and observed watershed response series (discharge), an uncertainty structure is recognized. Finally, parameter uncertainty, calibration uncertainty, and model structure uncertainty caused by input data uncertainty are recognized, separated, and quantified through the methodology. Statistical second moment is used as a measure of uncertainty, also an index which originated from Nash coefficient named Model Structure Indicating Index (MSII) is proposed to quantify model structure uncertainty which can be used as a tool for implementing model quantitative comparison (selection). For the demostration of the proposed method, a conceptual hydrologic model named Storage Function Method (SFM) is employed. Through fixing the value of one parameter of SFM, a poorer structure model is formed as a contradistinction in performing model comparison (selection).
The results show that a larger value of MSII indicating a poorer structure of hydrologic model in a dynamic manner, that is, incorporating the MSII to the input uncertainty.
UNCERTAINTY RECOGNITION IN HYDROLOGICAL MODELING
In this study, prediction uncertainty which came from the four kinds of sources mentioned previously is classified into four categories: system uncertainty, entire uncertainty, inherent uncertainty, and structure uncertainty.
The definition and the procedure to recognize them are described below.
(1) System uncertainty Even it is well known that a hydrologic model is an approximation of the real phenomena based on the hydrologic cycle, still it is needed to stress that there always exiting discrepancy between model outcome and observed data, no matter how precise the model is and how perfect the model calibrated. That is the model predicting limitation underneath the hypothesis and architecture of the model, which is defined as the system uncertainty in this study.
The system uncertainty can be recognized by evaluating the discrepancy between observed watershed response series and the model outcome during the process of model parameter calibration. This can be clarified by the statement written below: 
where n denotes time step of the simulation time series; m denotes the parameter set to be examined. The discrepancy between observed watershed response and model outcome during the process of calibration is supposed to be the minimum value by comparison to the possible coming events. This has often been observed that the goodness-of-fit between observed data and estimated data during calibration is better than what in validation, not to mention in implementation.
Under this fact, we can say that the uncertainty occurring here denotes the predicting limitation of the model.
Since this is the best that a model can achieve.
(2) Entire uncertainty
The discrepancy of the model outcome to the observed data can be shown as below:
(3) where c denotes system uncertainty mentioned above, that is, the predicting limitation of the model under perfect calibration.
In agreement with this definition, it is clear that the uncertainty came from the process of calibration. But the real uncertainty source is supposed to be the data which is used for calibration.
After calibrating the model parameter, the calibrated parameter space will reflects its uncertainty through the model structure and propagates to the model outcome. This uncertainty can be recognized by examining the discrepancy between observed watershed response data and model outcome by using input data and parameter sets. Also this is the way of most of the researches dealing with parameter sensitivity. This uncertainty is defined as the entire uncertainty in this study, since actually this is the utmost uncertainty a model could has under existing input uncertainty.
(3)Inherent uncertainty
Mother categorized uncertainty what we called "inherent uncertainty" is very difficult to be recognized since it always contaminated by the uncertainty of model structure and input data. Inherent uncertainty is different to what so called parameter uncertainty since the propagation effect of model structure is excluded here intentionally. Inherent uncertainty represents the sensitivity of parameter space which determined according to the input uncertainty and reflects to model outcomes. This can be examined by the discrepancy among model outcomes derived from different best fit parameter sets. Watershed response data is not used here, which indicates the model structure uncertainty is eliminated as much as possible.
(4) Structure uncertainty
The distance between entire uncertainty and inherently uncertainty is structure uncertainty. Since the parameter set used for extracting both of the uncertainty is the same. The different is the data used for comparison: observed data and outcome during calibration.
The propagation effect plays an important role here, which is why the difference between entire uncertainty and inherent uncertainty is called structure uncertainty in this study.
The schematic diagram of uncertainty structure proposed here is depicted in Fig.1 , which reveals a static view of model uncertainty structure, that is, the input uncertainty (data uncertainty) is neglected or fixed to a certain magnitude. In order to know the behavior of model structure uncertainty under different input uncertainty level, a dynamic view of model uncertainty structure is introduced by increasing the input uncertainty during the processes of uncertainty recognition. The behavior of model structure uncertainty under different input uncertainty can be examined by observing the discrepancy among different model outcomes accordingly.
UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION
Several indexes are selected to perform uncertainty quantification in this study; the basic form of the index is statistical second moment and Nash coefficient.
The categorized prediction uncertainties defined in previous section are mathematically described as below:
(1) Index for quantifying system uncertainty (4) (2) Index for quantifying entire uncertainty
where Q, is the model outcomes acquired by using a parameter set within the whole parameter space and entire rainfall realizations. Consequently, SDe explains the total prediction error.
(3) Index for quantifying inherent uncertainty (8) (9) SD, and Nash, explain the inherent uncertainty because Q, is calculated with a possible parameter set identified by other model outcomes, thus, the discrepancy between Qb and Q, indicates the error inevitable in a model formulation. ( 
4) Index for structure uncertainty
In order to implement dynamic view of the relationship among system uncertainty, structure uncertainty and parameter uncertainty caused by input data uncertainty, the Nash coefficient is used to formulate a Model Structure Indicating Index (MSII) and is defined as:
(10) where S=water storage height; r=rainfall intensity; q=runoff height; t=time step; and Tl= the lag-time. This model is often used for the flood runoff calculation in a basin with an area of less than five hundred square kilometers in Japan9).
Parameter p is a constant, commonly the value is 0.6, f is the ratio of contribution area of the watershed which generates outflow, RsA is accumulating saturated rainfall. Parameter k is solved by the equation proposed by Nagai et al.10).
A fully functional SFM with parameter Ti, f, and RsA is called Model 1 in this study. By fixing the value of RsA to 0.0, a poorer-structured model with comparison to the original one called Model 2 is manipulated as a contradistinction in this study.
Rainfall data was collected from four rainfall gauging stations inside the Yasu River basin (355km2); they are Yasu, Minakuchi, Kouka and Oogawara. The average precipitation was obtained by using Thiessen polygon method.
RESULTS
In Fig.3 and Fig.4 , the standard deviation of entire, inherent and system uncertainty of model 1 and 2 are shown. The larger magnitude of entire uncertainty indicates a broader range of model outcomes.
Which also indicates a poorer model performance; also this can be examined in Fig.5 and Fig.6 : the Nash coefficient of entire, inherent and system uncertainty of Model 1 and Model 2. It is always expected that entire uncertainty increases while input uncertainty increasing; where the discrepancy between entire and inherent uncertainty is in the same tendency.
System uncertainty is supposed located in the middle between entire and inherent uncertainty.
The range between entire and inherent uncertainty indicates the goodness of a model structure;
that is, the ability of a model simulates the behavior of the watershed through observed data.
The broader the distance is the worse structure the model has.
In Fig.5 and Fig.6 , the range between inherent and entire uncertainty of Model 1 is far smaller than Model 2. This can be interpreted that the parameter sensitivity of Model 2 is worse than Model 1.
The reason can be explained by Fig.7 and Fig.8, which Fig.9 . It shows that the gradient of MSII of Model 2 increasing more rapidly than Model 1. Which not only reveal the goodness of hydrologic model in a static view but also reflects the input uncertainty propagates itself through model structure in a dynamic manner.
CONCLUSIONS
A methodology for uncertainty recognition and quantification is proposed which can be used as a tool for hydrologic models quantitative comparison or evaluation. Instead of sampling the parameter space directly like what GLUE did, the study here generates the parameter set space by introducing noise item into input data with specified probability distribution.
This reflects the truth that parameter uncertainty came from uncertainty of data to hand and the way the model structure responses it. The results
show that within increasing input uncertainty, the distance between entire and inherent uncertainty is also increased. A smaller magnitude of the ratio of inherent uncertainty to entire uncertainty indicates the system uncertainty (i. e. the prediction limitation) is larger, which means lacking of the ability to simulate the true watershed behavior.
MSII is proposed to evaluate the goodness of model structure. The results show that a larger value of MSII indicates a poorer structure of hydrologic model, within increasing input uncertainty the tendency becomes more apparently.
The index can be used as a tool for implementing model quantitative comparison (selection).
